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Abstract: Evaporation during chondrule melting may have resulted in depletion of
volatile elements in chondrules. However, no evidence for a large degree of heavy-
isotope enrichment has been reported in chondrules. In order to meet this observed
constraint, the rapid heating rate at temperatures below the silicate solidus is required
to form chondrules.
We have developed a new shock-wave heating model with the radiative transfer
among dust particles and calculated the thermal history of chondrules. We have
found that optically-thin shock waves for the thermal continuum emission from dust
particles can meet the high heating rate constraint, because the dust thermal emission
does not keep the dust particles high temperature for a long time in the pre-shock
region and dust particles are abruptly heated by the gas drag heating in the post-shock
region. We have also found a trend that the optically-thick shock waves lead to rapid
heating in the pre-shock region and rapid cooling in the post-shock region. On the
contrary, the optically-thin shock waves have a tendency to cause slow heating in the
pre-shock region and slow cooling in the post-shock region. Since these two
tendencies seem to be inconsistent with observational constraints (rapid heating and
slow cooling for chondrule formation), more careful quantitative studies are needed in
the future to see if the shock-wave heating model can reproduce the observations.
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+. Introduction
Chondrules are millimeter-sized, once-molten, spherical-shaped grains mainly com-
posed of silicate material. They are considered to have formed from chondrule
precursor dust particles about ../+*3 yr ago in the solar nebula; they were heated and
melted through ﬂash heating events in the solar nebula and cooled again to solidify in a
short period of time (e.g., Jones et al., ,***). So they must have great information on
the early history of our solar system. Since it is naturally expected that protoplanetary
disks around young stars in star forming regions have similar dust particles and
processes, the study of chondrule formation may provide us much information on the
planetary system formation. Chondrules have many features, each of which should be
a clue that helps us to reveal their own formation process and that of the planetary
system: physical properties (sizes, shapes, densities, degree of magnetization, etc.),
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chemical properties (elemental abundances, degree of oxidation/reduction, etc.), iso-
topic compositions (oxygen, nitrogen, rare gases, etc.), mineralogical and petrologic
features (structures, crystals, degrees of alteration, relicts, etc.), and so forth. Shock-
wave heating model for chondrule formation has been studied by many authors (Hood
and Horanyi, +33+, +33-; Ruzmaikina and Ip, +33.; Iida et al., ,**+ (hereafter INSN);
Desch and Connolly, ,**, (hereafter DC*,); Miura et al., ,**,; Ciesla and Hood, ,**,;
Miura and Nakamoto, ,**/ (hereafter MN*/)), and is considered to be one of the
plausible mechanisms for chondrule formation (Boss, +330; Jones et al., ,***).
Evaporation during chondrule melting may have resulted in depletion of volatile
elements in chondrules. It is known that kinetic evaporation, especially evaporation
from a melt, often leads to enrichment of heavy isotopes in an evaporation residue.
However, no evidence for a large degree of heavy-isotope enrichment has been reported
in chondrules. Tachibana et al. (,**.) applied the sulfur evaporation model to the
shock-wave heating conditions of MN*/, and concluded that the gas drag heating in the
post-shock region should be abrupt enough (+*.K/hr) so that the isotopic fractiona-
tion of sulfur is suppressed at temperatures below the silicate solidus (+.1-+/1-K).
As well as sulfur, there are some elements in chondrules which are not isotopically
fractionated, for example, K, Fe, Mg, and Si. However, according to Tachibana and
Huss (,**/), these elements do not give us any information about the heating rate of
chondrules because the recondensation behavior of sulfur onto chondrules would be
di#erent from that of alkali elements. During cooling, alkali elements could recond-
ense into the silicate melt from which they evaporated. However, sulfur would not
re-enter the melt because the chondrule melt would have solidiﬁed by the time sulfur
began to recondense. Isotopic exchange between the sulﬁde veneer and the interior
sulﬁdes would be inhibited by the intervening silicate. Based on above argument, we
think that the most important constraint for the heating rate of chondrules is the isotopic
fractionation data of sulfur, not other element (K, Fe, Mg, and Si).
On the contrary, according to simulations of shock-wave heating by DC*,, a dust
particle in front of the shock front is heated by thermal radiation from dust particles,
and the heating rate of the dust particles in a temperature range of +,1-+/1-K is about
-**K/hr. This is so slow that the isotopic fractionation is expected to take place,
which is not consistent with observations (Tachibana and Huss, ,**/). Namely, if the
dust temperature in the pre-shock region rises beyond +,1-K due to the thermal
radiation, it is di$cult to explain the isotopic fractionation data. Magnitude of the
pre-shock heating due to radiation is sensitive to the optical depth in the region because
the basic mechanism of this process is the blanket e#ect. The optical depth depends not
only on the dust to gas mass ratio but also on the size distribution of the dust particles.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate how the thermal history of dust particles
in the shock waves is a#ected by the optical properties of the pre-shock region, which
depend mainly on the dust size distribution and the dust to gas mass ratio. Moreover,
we attempt to conﬁrm whether the shock-wave heating model is consistent with the
isotopic fractionation data or not. In order to investigate above problems, we have
developed a new shock-wave heating code with the radiative transfer among the dust
particles and calculated the thermal history of chondrules. Based on our calculation
results, we discuss the appropriate conditions of protoplanetary nebula in which the
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isotopic fractionation is suppressed.
,. Shock-wave heating model
,.+. Dynamics and thermodynamics for gas and dusts
Basic mechanism of the shock-wave heating is rather simple. Suppose there is a
gas medium containing dust particles with a dynamical equilibrium, i.e. they do not have
a relative velocity. Suppose a shock wave passes the medium. Then, the gas is
accelerated by the gas pressure and obtains some amount of velocity, while dust particles
tend to remain the initial position. This causes the relative velocity between the dust
particles and the gas. When the relative velocity is present, the frictional force acts and
drag heating works; the intensity of the force and the heating depend mainly on the
relative velocity and the gas density. Also, the high temperature gas in the post-shock
region, heated by the compressional heating, heats the dust particles by thermal
collisions (see Fig. +a).
Not only in the post-shock region, but also in the pre-shock region the dust particles
are heated because of the presence of radiation. Behind the shock front, there are the
shocked gas and warm dust particles. The shocked gas temperature decreases by
emitting line emission (mainly, from H,O and CO). Warm dust particles are also
cooled by emitting the thermal radiation. Some fraction of the line emission and the
thermal continuum radiation goes toward the pre-shock region, and heats the dust
particles in the region. Moreover, heated dust particles reemit their thermal radiation.
The thermal radiation is absorbed by ambient other dust particles again. The more the
processes continue, the stronger the radiation ﬁeld becomes. This is well known as the
Fig. +. Overview of shock-wave heating model: (a) gas drag heating in post-shock
region and (b) radiation heating in pre-shock region.
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blanket e#ect. By the blanket e#ect, dust particles are gradually heated as they go
toward the shock front (see Fig. +b).
In order to investigate the thermal history of dust particles, we have developed a
new numerical model that simulates +-dimensional plane-parallel steady shock ﬂow
including dust particles and radiative transfer. In this model, the dynamics of the gas
ﬂow and the dust particles are treated in detail. The model takes into account
following physical and chemical processes: hydrodynamics of gas ﬂow, dynamics of dust
particles in the gas medium, heating/cooling of gas by several processes (compressional
heating, chemical reactions, atomic/molecular radiative cooling, and interaction with
dust particles), non-equilibrium chemical reactions among -, gas species, heating/
cooling of dust particles by the thermal interaction with gas and radiation, and evapo-
ration of material from dust particles. Radiative transfer and radiative heating due to
line emission from gas molecules and thermal continuum emission from dust particles
will be described in Sections ,., and ,.-. Other details of the model are described in
INSN and MN*/.
It should be noted that when the ﬂow is steady, the energy conservation equation
including radiation term is given by rV (h+/, V,)Fconstant, where r is the gas
density, h is the enthalpy, V is the gas velocity, and F is the net radiation energy ﬂux,
respectively (e.g., Mihalas and Mihalas, ,***). In contrast, the jump condition which
was adopted in Hood and Horanyi (+33-) and DC*, (equation - in Hood and Horanyi,
+33- and equation -, in DC*,, respectively) for calculating the ﬁnal temperature of the
gas and dust particles very far from the shock front is not physically correct because
sT . is used as the radiation term, where s is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and T is the
gas temperature. This is not the net radiation energy ﬂux. DC*, applied the incorrect
jump condition to their model and obtained the ﬁnal gas temperature. For example, in
their nominal case (vs1 km s+, r++*3g cm-, and T+-**K, where r+ and T+ are
the pre-shock gas density and pre-shock gas temperature, respectively), the ﬁnal gas
temperature ends up ++.-K. On the contrary, in a physically correct view, the line
emission and energy transfer between gas and dust particles cool the post-shock gas to
the pre-shock gas temperature, which is namely the same as the ambient temperature
surrounding the chondrule-forming region. Assuming the pre-shock temperature is
-**K, the di#erence between the ﬁnal gas temperature of DC*, and the gas temperature
in the physically correct case is about 2**K. We do not use the artiﬁcial condition for
ﬁnal gas temperature adopted in Hood and Connolly (+33-) and DC*, and determine
the gas temperature proﬁle in the post-shock region following to basic equations for gas.
,.,. Photon escape probability method
In order to calculate the pre-shock dust temperature, we have to estimate the
intensity of line emission which can escape from the post-shock region to the pre-shock
region. As the gas ﬂows further into the post-shock region, the column density between
an emitting point of a ﬂuid element and the shock front increases and it becomes di$cult
for the radiation to escape from the post-shock region. In INSN and MN*/, this e#ect
was taken into account approximately for the molecular vibrational emission; they
evaluated the typical column density for the chondrule formation and used the spatially
constant photon escape probability. On the contrary, DC*, ignored all the line
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emissions from the gas. In order to clarify the importance of the gas cooling due to the
line emission from gas molecules, in this study, we evaluate the photon escape probabil-
ity based on results by Neufeld and Kaufman (+33-), which varies with the column
density, and use it when we calculate the luminosity of the gas in the post-shock region.
,.-. Radiative transfer
The dust particles absorb the line emissions of the gas molecules and the thermal
emission of the other dust particles. These dust particles reemit the thermal radiation
toward the ambient environment. As DC*, commented, the radiative transfer process
may be important for the thermal history of chondrules. Thus, we take these processes
into account in our model. A method of radiative transfer calculation described in DC
*, is basically used in this study. However, we add a term representing the line
emission from molecules to the source function given by eq. (/) of DC*, as,
S
i.pai,nieisTi..pjj.p
inipai,ei
 (+)
where ai, ni, ei, and Ti are radius, number density, emission coe$cient, and temperature
of dust particles in i-th bin (see Section ,..), respectively. We calculate the thermal
history of various-sized dust particles including submicron-sized particles. So, a term
corresponding to the emission from small dust particles (+mm) in eq. (/) of DC*, is
omitted. The cooling functions expressed by j represent the luminosity due to each
line emission process, such as H,O vibrational emission, CO vibrational emission, and so
forth. We also take into account the isotropic scattering by dust particles (Rybicki and
Lightman, +313). The absorption/scattering coe$cients are assumed to be the same as
astrophysical silicate data (Miyake and Nakagawa, +33-)	
Here, we consider +-dimensional plane-parallel situation and take x axis perpen-
dicularly to the shock front. We assume the calculation region is from x
+*/ km to
x+*/ km. Outside of the computation domain is assumed to be in a thermal equilib-
rium with radiation from the protosun and ﬁlled with the black body radiation of -**
K, which corresponds to the temperature at + AU of the Minimum Mass Solar Nebula
(Hayashi et al., +32/). Changes of the black body radiation temperature do not lead
any signiﬁcant change of our results shown later.
,... Others
The size distributions of dust particles in our model are shown in Fig. ,: a
log-normal type and a power-law type. Regarding the dust to gas mass ratio, Cd, we
assume two cases: Cd*.*- and *.+*. We investigate . models, which are combina-
tions of these two factors (see Table +). In this study, we assume that the size range of
dust particles is from *.*+mm to + cm and divide it into -+ bins. In the shock-wave
heating model, the pre-shock gas number density n* and shock velocity vs are two
dominant factors to determine whether the condition of the shock wave is preferable for
chondrule formation or not (INSN). In this study, we examine . shock conditions;
(n*, vs)(+*+.cm
-, +* km s
+), (+*+-cm
-, ,, km s
+), (+*+,cm
-, -/ km s
+), and (+*++
cm
-, // km s
+). First, we show results of (n*, vs)(+*+.cm
-, +* km s
+) and discuss
in Sections -.+, -.,, and -.-. In Section -.., we display results of other shock
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conditions.
-. Results
-.+. Gas cooling
Figure - shows the gas temperature and the heating/cooling rates of gas by some
major processes for model -. The pre-shock gas number density n*+*+. cm- and the
shock velocity vs+* km s+. The shock front is at x*. Behind the shock front, the
gas is abruptly compressed and heated up to ..1.K. After that, its thermal energy is
spent for H, dissociation and the gas temperature decreases to about ,***K at x+* km.
Then, H, molecules begin to increase by the three body reaction. Associating H,
formation, the binding energy is released into the ambient environment. However, the
H,O vibrational cooling e#ectively removes the released energy, so the gas temperature
does not increase by the H, formation energy. Note that we estimate the photon escape
probability and reﬂect it to the gas cooling rate. We can see that some fraction of
vibrational emissions can escape from the post-shock region.
Fig. ,. Size distributions of dust particles (cumulative number of dust particles whose
radii are smaller than the horizontal value) are shown as a function of dust
radius. Log-normal one is assumed to be similar to measured chondrule size
distribution (e.g., Nelson and Rubin, ,**,).
Table +. A list of models. There are two factors that
characterize the model: the dust to gas mass
ratio and the size distribution of dust particles.
Size distributions are shown in Fig. ,.
Size distribution
power-law lognormal
dust/gas mass ratio
*4+*
*4*-
model +
model ,
model -
model .
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These line emissions and dust thermal radiation in the post-shock region penetrate
through the pre-shock region and heat the dust particles in the region. These dust
particles reemit the thermal radiation to the circumference. Other dust particles absorb
the thermal radiation and reemit their own thermal radiation. These processes are
repeated more and more, and the dust particles become warmer and warmer. That is
the so-called blanket e#ect. In the pre-shock region, the warm dust particles heat the
ambient gas by means of the thermal collision.
-.,. Radiation ﬁeld
In Fig. ., we display the mean intensity (J) and temperature proﬁles of gas and
chondrule (Tg and Tc) as functions of distance from the shock front. The shock
condition is (n*, vs)(+*+. cm-, +* km s+). In this ﬁgure, chondrule is deﬁned as the
dust particle whose radius is ,/*mm. We express the mean intensity in terms of a
radiation temperature Trad using an equation Trad(pJ/s)+/.. The pre-shock gas
temperatures of model - and . are not displayed in each panel because they are lower
than 2**K (lower boundary of panels). We ﬁnd that Trad strongly depends not only on
the dust to gas mass ratio but also on the dust size distribution. For the power-law size
distribution (see Fig. ,), the majority of dust mass is in sub-micron sized dust particles.
On the contrary, for the log-normal size distribution, most of the dust mass is in the
larger (+**+***mm) dust particles. So, even if the dust to gas mass ratio is ﬁxed, the
total surface area contributing to the opacity is larger in the power-law size distribution
case than the log-normal one. Therefore, in the power-law size distribution case, the
blanket e#ect works more e#ectively and Trad becomes larger than the log-normal case.
We also ﬁnd that Tc is almost the same as Trad in the pre-shock region, so the
radiation heating is the most important heating mechanism for dust particles in the
Fig. -. Gas temperature (Tg) and heating/cooling rates of gas are plotted as a function of
distance from the shock front. -body: formation of hydrogen molecules due to --body
reaction, H,diss: dissociation of hydrogen molecules, CO(V): CO vibrational cooling,
H,O(V): H,O vibrational cooling, grain: energy transfer between gas and dust
particles due to thermal collisions.
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pre-shock region. These results imply that the pre-shock chondrule temperature is also
strongly a#ected by the dust size distribution. We discuss this point further in
Subsection -.-.
-.-. Heating rate
The heating rate of the dust particles in a temperature range of +,1-+/1-K is
important for prevention of isotopic fractionation (Tachibana and Huss, ,**/). In this
study, we deﬁne the net heating rate as
Rheat
+/1-K+,1-K
Dt
 (,)
where Dt is the di#erence between the time at which dust temperature reaches +,1-K
and +/1-K. Figure / shows dust temperatures as functions of time after dust particles
go through the shock front. We also calculate the heating rate and list those results in
Table ,. Here, the optical depth t is the total optical depth of the pre-shock region
including absorption and scattering for near-infrared wavelengths and Tpre is the peak
dust temperature in the pre-shock region, respectively. We can see that the larger the
optical depth is, the lower the heating rate becomes.
Fig. .. Mean intensities (J) and temperatures of gas and chondrule (Tg and Tc) are plotted as
functions of distance from shock front. We express the mean intensity as a radiation
temperature Trad using an equation Trad(pJ/s)+/.. Two horizontal dotted lines represent
+,1-K and +/1-K, respectively.
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For model +, the blanket e#ect works e#ectively since the optical depth is large.
The dust temperature increases up to +0-/K due to the radiation even if the gas drag
heating does not work on them. As a result, the temperature of the dust particles are
kept above +,1-K for a long time (-331 s), so the heating rate is very slow. On the
contrary, for model ., the heating rate becomes very fast because of the optically thin
environment. The radiation ﬁeld is too weak to heat the dust temperature above +,1-
K in the pre-shock region. The dust particles are abruptly heated by the gas drag
heating (+*.K/hr) behind the shock front, and those temperatures exceed +/1-K
(silicate solids). Therefore, in model ., chondrule formation can occur without
Fig. /. Dust temperatures are plotted against time after dust particles go through shock front. Pre-shock
gas number density n* is +*+. cm- and shock velocity vs is +* km s+. Two horizontal dotted lines
represent +,1-K and +/1-K, respectively.
Table ,. Results of pre-shock dust temperature (Tpre) and heating rate
(Rheat) for each model are listed. Shock condition is (n* , vs)
(+*+. cm-, +* km s+).
Model t Tpre [K] D t [s] Rheat [K/hr]
+
,
-
.
+041
.423
,4./
*41-
+0-/
+..*
+-*.
+,++
-331
-.1/
-*,4/
*43*.
,1*
-+,
-/1*
+4+3+*0
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isotopic fractionation.
-... Other shock conditions
We showed in the previous subsections the thermal histories of chondrule in a case
of n*+*+. cm- and vs+* km s+. However, Figs. 02 in INSN clearly indicate that
chondrule formation can occur with other shock conditions. In this study, we also
calculate thermal histories for other chondrule-forming shock conditions.
Based on INSN, we choose three other shock conditions; (n*, vs)(+*+- cm-, ,,
km s+), (+*+, cm-, -/ km s+), and (+*++ cm-, // km s+). These conditions are slight-
ly di#erent from the chondrule-forming condition in INSN. One of the reasons is a
di#erence of the emission coe$cient model of dust particles (for chondrule-sized
particles, eem*.+ in INSN and eem*.2 in our model). However, basic physics of the
shock-wave heating is the same except for radiation transfer.
Figures 0, 1, and 2 show the thermal histories of chondrules for (n*, vs)
(+*+- cm-, ,, km s+), (+*+, cm-, -/ km s+), and (+*++ cm-, // km s+), respectively.
The optical depth t, the peak dust temperature in the pre-shock region Tpre, the time
duration Dt, and the heating rate of chondrule Rheat are displayed in each panel. It is
found that only Fig. 0a shows slow heating (Rheat+*-K/hr), which leads to the isotopic
fractionation of sulfur. In this case, the optical depth in the pre-shock region is +.0.
On the contrary, other panels show rapid heating (Rheat+*0K/hr), which does not
cause the isotopic fractionation. In these cases, the optical depth is smaller than *..1.
Fig. 0. Same as Fig. / except for n*+*+- cm- and vs,, km s+.
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Fig. 1. Same as Fig. / except for n*+*+, cm- and vs-/ km s+.
Fig. 2. Same as Fig. / except for n*+*++ cm- and vs// km s+.
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Therefore, the conclusion that the optically thin environment is appropriate for rapid
heating of chondrules seems to be applicable to various shock conditions.
.. Discussions
From Table ,, we can see that the size distribution of dust particles and the dust to
gas mass ratio are very important factors for determination of pre-shock dust tempera-
ture and heating rate of dust particles. We also ﬁnd that there is a negative correlation
between the heating rate and the optical depth in the pre-shock region. In cases t+.0,
the blanket e#ect works e#ectively in the pre-shock region and the radiation ﬁeld
becomes strong. The radiation ﬁeld heats dust particles above +,1-K so slowly that
the isotopic fractionation would occur. This is not consistent with observations
(Tachibana and Huss ,**/). On the contrary, in the case t*.1-, the heating rate is
very fast because the blanket e#ect does not work well in the pre-shock region. The
dust particles are abruptly heated by the gas drag heating behind the shock front. The
gas drag heating is so fast (Rheat+*0K/hr) that the isotopic fractionation is expected to
be suppressed. This is consistent with observations. To summarize, shock waves in
the optically thin environment can form chondrules without isotopic fractionation.
The cooling rate of chondrules in a re-solidiﬁcation phase is also important for
chondrule formation. The typical cooling rate is estimated roughly about +**+***K/hr
which is indicated from experimental reproduction of chondrule textures, zoning in
minerals, and presence of glass (Jones et al., ,***). Theoretically, some studies have
discussed the cooling rates in the shock-wave heating model. For example, DC*,
concluded that the cooling rates are about /*K/hr through the crystallization temper-
ature +.**+1-*K. Such a slow cooling rate is attributed to the radiation heating and
the thermal collision with ambient hot gas in the post-shock region. Ciesla and Hood
(,**,) showed that the cooling rates are consistent with observations if the dust to gas
mass ratio is less than about -* times the solar abundance. If there are larger amount
of dust particles, more energy of the gas would be transferred to the chondrules and then
radiated away more rapidly. However, above two theoretical models did not take into
account the molecular emission cooling. Since the molecular emission cooling removes
the thermal energy from the post-shock gas e#ectively, the gas can cool more rapidly
than the cases without the cooling. INSN took into consideration the molecular
emission cooling in their shock calculations. INSN also assumed optically-thin shock
waves for the thermal radiation from dust particles, and obtained the cooling rates
+*,+*/K/hr for various shock parameters. Results of INSN, obtained by the optically
thin model for the thermal radiation, are consistent with estimated cooling rates, if
shock waves have appropriate shock parameters.
In the present study, it has been conﬁrmed that the strong radiation ﬁeld can slow
the chondrule cooling rate through the crystallization temperature range +.**+1-*K
(see Fig. .a). However, if the radiation ﬁeld is so strong as to slow the chondrule
cooling rate, the isotopic fractionation would take place due to the strong radiation
heating in the pre-shock region. As seen in Figs. /2, there is a trend that rapid cooling
is followed on rapid heating and slow cooling is followed on slow heating. Since the
slow cooling is appropriate for chondrule formation, a ﬂow with the strong radiation
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ﬁeld may not reconcile the chondrule cooling rate constraint and the pre-shock heating
constraint successfully. This problem should be argued in more detail in the future.
/. Conclusion
We conclude that the shock-wave heating model is consistent with isotopic
fractionation data if the ﬂow is optically thin for the thermal radiation from dust
particles. Moreover, there is a trend that rapid cooling is followed on rapid heating and
slow cooling is followed on slow heating. We would now like to go on to develop our
study by investigating the relation of heating rate in the pre-shock region to cooling rate
in the post-shock region carefully.
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